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Gentlemen,

Three drill holes have been completed on the west extension 
of the Connaught Township copper zone. Absolutely no copper 
minerals" were observed in the core and, even worse, there is 
no clear cut explanation for the sudden and absolute disappear 
ance of the copper values.

Three possible explanations for the sudden disappearance 
of values are suggested by the general circumstances of the 
showing and the drill pattern. Any one or cembination of the 
suggested explanations is possible,

1.- The Vabes Terminate.
2.- Folding.
3.- Faulting.

The Values Terminate

The drilling done in 1970 shows that the individual shoots 
of mineralization have short strike lengbhs for not all 
correlate to adjacent drill holes which are only 50 feet apart. 
Also, the agglomerate and breccia beds (of which there are 
several distinguishable types) which are the host rocks do 
not correlate. Therefore the termination of values to the west 
is a real possibility and the ovoid pyrite found in the cores 
represents the outer halo of mineralization.

Folding

It is possible, as once suggested by Doug Sullivan, that 
the mineralization is related to folding, either at the nose 
or along one of the two flanks. If this is the case, then the 
latest drilling could be either of the nose or too far down a 
flank. The steep northward dip of the formations is clxear 
evidence of regional folding but to effectively limit



mineralized zones in the fashion described above the fold 
"structure must be a secondary one such as a drag fold. 
Although the formations are thick bedded and massive and 
siliceous (difficult to fold) and therefore do not readily 
reflect minor folding, one cannot hejbp but think that some 
evidence of minor folding would be apparent somewhere in the 
core. The folding possibility seems the least plausible,

Faulting

North-south faulting is a common occurrence among all the 
east-west belts of Archean rocks in northern Ontario and 
Quebec. The Elephant Creek Lineament lying \ \ miles west of 
the showing is a typical north-south fault on which a left hand 
movement has been recorded. A related feature of the N-S Linears 
is that they are frequently associated with diabase dikes of 
a similar if not identical strike. In the Coniston drilling, 
a narrow diabse dike was intersected in hole C70-5 and a 
much wider one in C72-2. In the latter, fraturing was also 
evident. AU of this may indicate the proximity of a secondary 
north-south fault lying between holes C70-2 and C72-1.

The faulting possibility strikes the writer as the most 
plausible of the explanations offered. The suddeness and 
absoluteness of the disappearance of the copper values makes 
one suspect a complete structural change.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1.- The drill results are disappointing but do not place 'finis 1 
on the exploration of an area where the rock types and the 
mineralization character are extemely favourable.

2.- In order to take a positive attitude one must assume the 
mineralized area to be faulted off and to precede to search 
for it on the other side of the fault. This search is complicated 
by the lack of geophysical response by the known mineralization 
but this may not be the case on the offset side of the fault 
particularly if the mineralized zones are larger and richer.

3.- The search should be done in the summer months and should start 
with very detailed magnetic surveys and geological mapping. 
Electromagnetic surveying, though desirable, must be regarded 
as a very secondary tool. The initial search program would cost 
between ?2500 and $3500.

Respectfully submitted,
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Dec. 22, 1972.

Officers and Directors.
Coniston Explorations d Holdings Ltd.,
401 -100 Adelaide St., W.,
Toronto,

Gentlemen,
The fourth hole, C72-4, of your recent drill program in 

Connaught Township explored a Ronka 16 EM Anomaly found in 
the general area where an airborne survey by Aroax Exploration 
Inc. had located a good looking conductor.

The hole collared in diabase and shovtly passed into a 
series of rhyolite agglomerates, breccias, and flows. From 
162 to 165 feet an oxidised water seam was intersected and 
this may have given rise to the conductor.

The last 8 feet of drill core consisted of a black rhyolite 
breccia carrying numerous ovoids of pyrite and pyrite of this 
nature is found in close association with chalcopyrite in 
the vicinity of the showing some 2000 feet to the east.

Respectfully submitted,
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